Burner Management
System Overview
Unique Combination of Flame Ignition,
Data Acquisition and Control

Burner Control
Burner Management System (BMS) is a
unique combination of Flame Ignition,
Data Acquisition, and Control.

Ignition
The BMS is designed for users to easily set parameters for ignition

sequence. The number of ignition retries, delay to sense flame,
time for ignition delay to open the fuel valve, and flame sense

intensity are all configurable from the easy to use

menu on controller screens.

Power
The standard unit is powered by 12 Volts DC, making

solar charging an easy option for remote, or non-powered
applications. Other power combinations are also readily
available.

Control
With on board inputs and outputs, the BMS can be

easily configured for a variety of control sequences and

shutdowns. Examples of alarm conditions would be high
stack or reboiler temperature, reboiler and flash tank
levels, and remote input shutdowns (based on
external conditions; example-compressor
shutdown). Control examples would be
automated valve or drive control
to maintain temperature.

Burner Data
Logging

The BMS has multiple ways of logging data.
This flexibility allows you to choose the
best method of gettting data.

The first method is the ability of an onboard storage chip that can easily be removed.

Data can be collected to the chip and generated into user defined reports. With 1 to 4

Gigabytes of storage memory for logging various data points, air quality standards (like DEQ

Title 5 which require 15 minute updates) are easily handled. With the extracted data BMS can
provide customized reports to meet customers needs.

Modbus
Another method of logging is through the retrieval of data via communications ports. The BMS
has built in Modbus communications, so data may also be retrieved and logged to existing
SCADA Systems via radio, phone line or modem.

Local Interface
With an easy to use local interface for configuration and
tuning, on board logging, and built in Modbus

communications, the BMS system is the
right choice for flame ignition control.

Drive / Valve Control
The BMS can be used to provide drive control
through a serial link or analog signal control.

A good example would be for a Glycol System.

Pilot On Demand
Pilot on Demand allows the pilot to remain off until it is
needed on a pre-set temperature or pressure setting.

This saves both money and fuel gas.
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